My name is Julia Higson and I am a second-year student in the Master of Landscape Architecture
program at UBC. Prior to this, I studied Anthropology and Geography at Penn State University, where I
also completed minors in GIS and Japanese. I am passionate about sustainability and environmental
justice. These are inherently spatial topics, and I approach my work through a perspective of multi-scalar
systems thinking, using maps for both analysis and design. I believe in the importance of working across
disciplines, and I continue to seek opportunities beyond my courses and research.
I selected three projects to highlight the variety of applications in which I have used and learned
from GIS. I have included graphics only from Landscapes of Extraction, as this represents my own
independent research, rather than projects in which I have been involved. My work ranges from technical
analysis to cartographic design, and I am eager to continue to expand and apply my knowledge to my
future studies and my career in Landscape Architecture.
During my undergraduate studies at Penn State, I worked as a Research Assistant at the Human
Environmental Dynamics Lab in the Anthropology Department. My work there focused on the
relationship between biodiversity and traditional burning practices by indigenous communities in Western
Australia, using GIS to analyze the extent and pattern of burning and study the role of a diverse
patchwork landscape on biodiversity. I georeferenced recent drone imagery and historic images from the
1950s against satellite imagery of the region. This was then used to build a comparison of anthropogenic
fire regimes and lightning-drive ones. In order to understand the impact of role of fire in the ecosystem,
track plot surveys collected in the field were also brought into the GIS analysis to compare animal activity
in different fire regimes. Through this, we determined that anthropogenic fire regimes supported a
patchier distribution of fires and therefore greater biodiversity.
Following this, I have continued to use GIS in my work here as a Sustainability Scholar with
Translink. I am currently working on developing a bike parking operational framework using spatial
analysis to determine transit facilities that offer the greatest opportunity for investment in new bike
parking. To begin this assessment, I created network buffers around the transit facilities, measured at
distances determined by secondary research to be the amount people would be willing to bike for access
to transit. Next, I mapped all the designated bike lanes and paths in the region and joined these lines into
the buffers to calculate the length of bike infrastructure around each transit facility. I also mapped
population density, Census mode share data and land use. I used area-weighted calculations for these
polygons to determine the approximate population density, percent active transportation and land use
variation within each transit facility buffer. All of these buffer attributes were then used to build a point
system to divide the transit facilities into ranks of high, medium, or low bike opportunity.
I have also used GIS in my research and design work at UBC. In 2019, I worked on a directed
study project called Landscapes of Extraction, which aimed to present legible and communicable
information on an economically important, politically charged and ethically contentious resource. Canada
is known for its vast supplies of fresh water, yet access to this water is not equitable. Throughout the
country there are indigenous communities with no access to safe drinking water. At the same time,
companies like Nestlé extract water at almost no cost and sell it in bottles for a huge profit. These actions
are often defended with the argument that extraction has little environmental impact at the local scale.
Through critical cartography, this project examined the impacts of drinking water extraction and
commodification across scales and perspectives. While the other projects described here focused more on
analysis, Landscapes of Extraction highlights the importance of cartography and design to communicate
otherwise complicated and contentious data.

